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R ÉSUMÉ

Nous proposons trois nouvelles méthodes pour construire et optimiser des plongements de mots
pour le français. Nous utilisons les résultats de l’étiquetage morpho-syntaxique, de la détection des
expressions multi-mots et de la lemmatisation pour un espace vectoriel continu. Pour l’évaluation,
nous utilisons ces vecteurs sur une tâche de classification de phrases et les comparons avec le vecteur
du système de base. Nous explorons également l’approche d’adaptation de domaine pour construire
des vecteurs. Malgré un petit nombre de vocabulaires et la petite taille du corpus d’apprentissage,
les vecteurs spécialisés par domaine obtiennent de meilleures performances que les vecteurs hors
domaine.

A BSTRACT

Optimization of Word Embeddings for French : an Application of Sentence Classification.

We propose three novel methods for building word embeddings for French. We use results from part
of speech tagging, detection of multiword expressions and lemmatization for a continuous vector
space. For evaluation, we use these embedding vectors in a sentence classification task and compare
them with the baseline embedding vector. We also explore domain adaptation approach for building
embedding vectors, in which even with a small number of vocabularies and the small size of the
training corpus, in-domain embeddings perform better than out-domain embeddings.
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Introduction

Word embedding techniques have prevailed in natural language processing (NLP) and have obtained
impressive results in several areas (Erhan et al., 2010). Word embeddings are trained on word cooccurrence in text, and can capture semantic information about words and their meanings. Word2vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013) and GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) have been proposed to learn a distributed
representation for words in a continuous vector space. Word embedding vectors with subwords were
also presented to improve embedding quality (Luong et al., 2013; Bojanowski et al., 2017). There
are still many *2vec-style variations. Multilingual embedding (Ammar et al., 2016) or embedding
with polysemy (Arora et al., 2016) have also been presented as one extension of word embedding

techniques. At syntactic level, Levy & Goldberg (2014) proposed dependency-based word embeddings,
and He et al. (2018) developed even further to encode the syntactic-aware context of entities. As
proposed in previous work word embedding techniques have rapidly been used in a large range of
applications in NLP over the last years.
In this paper, we present three methods for building and optimizing embedding vectors for French.
We use POS tagging, multiword expression detection and lemmatization of words to optimize a word
embedding task. We extrinsically evaluate the proposed method for embedding vectors by using a
sentence classification task. The current work differs from previously proposed opinion mining (or
sentiment analysis) (inter alia, Pang & Lee (2008)) where the classification task in previous work
is mainly based on the document. For sentence classification, Socher et al. (2012) shows phrase
fragments classification using a recursive neural network model. More recently, Dernoncourt et al.
(2017a) proposes the sequential sentence classification task by adding a sentence label prediction
layer.
The main contribution of this paper is as follows. First, we explore linguistically motivated methods
to optimize word embeddings for French. Secondly, we propose a new data set for the sentence
classification task for French. In addition to embedding optimization and sentence classification, we
introduce a domain adaptation approach by selecting the training corpus for embeddings. We find
several practical facts in word embeddings including the effects on the size of the training corpus, the
size of vocabularies, and their relatedness with the task.

2

Optimizing Word Embeddings for French

This section describes three linguistically motivated methods for optimizing word embedding vectors
for French : POS-aware, MWE-aware and lemma-aware embeddings. Instead of directly using surface
forms of the word, we first use a pair of word and part of speech (POS) to disambiguate possible
polysemy. Secondly, since words in multiword expressions (MWEs) can give more senses when
they are bonded together, MWEs are dealt as a single unit. Thirdly, we use lemma forms in order to
avoid sparsity because of rarely used inflected words. While the current methods have been proposed
and used in the bag-of-words model, to our best knowledge there are no previous efforts for word
embeddings to optimize the vector space model for French. We note that, while Ferré (2017) proposed
complex terms for embeddings, he worked on embeddings for English.
Previously, character (Chrupała, 2013; Chen et al., 2015; Wieting et al., 2016) syllable (Yu et al.,
2017; Choi et al., 2017), and subword (Mikolov et al., 2012; Bojanowski et al., 2017; Pinter et al.,
2017; González-Gallardo & Torres-Moreno, 2017; Stratos, 2017) embedding techniques have been
proposed to enrich word vectors.

2.1

POS-aware embedding

POS tagging is one of the simplest, but the most important and well-studied tasks in NLP. Various
supervised and unsupervised approaches have been proposed for POS tagging. Besides traditional
rule-based approaches, in which POS dictionaries and manually crafted rules (e.g. syntagmatic
patterns) are required, there are several supervised learning methods that can learn from POS tagged
data such as transformation-based learning (Brill, 1995), hidden Markov models (HMM) (Kupiec,

... l’/O arbitraire/O de/O la/O démesure/O veut/O susciter/O à/B-MWE tout/IMWE prix/I-MWE ./O
F IGURE 1 – MWE-annotated corpus from the French treebank
1992), maximum entropy models (Ratnaparkhi, 1996), Conditional random fields (CRF) (Lafferty
et al., 2001), etc. POS labels can give an additional information source for the word, especially
some cases for homonyms and homographs. For example, while a noun joue (‘cheek’) and a verb
joue (‘play’) would be considered as the same word in the general word embedding, joue/N and
joue/V can be distinguishable. Therefore, we use a pair of the word and its POS label as a single
unit for embeddings. Training a model with POS labels has also been proposed in statistical machine
translation as one of factored training.
Any sequence labeling algorithm easily achieves state of arts results for POS tagging. We train and
evaluate POS tagging using TnT (Brants, 2000) for an HMM and Wapiti (Lavergne et al., 2010) for
CRFs. The French treebank (Abeillé et al., 2003) is used for training and evaluation of POS tagging
based on a corpus split proposed in Seddah et al. (2013). We obtain 96.49% and 97.76% for the HMM
and CRFs, respectively. Therefore, we use CRFs POS tagging results to preprocess the corpus for
building POS-aware embedding, and accordingly the classification data set.

2.2

MWE-aware embedding

While multiword expressions (MWE) have been considered as a pain in the neck for natural language
processing (Sag et al., 2002), it also shows their importance in NLP. For French MWEs, Daille (2003)
studied in the context of terminology, and Daille et al. (2004) and Morin & Daille (2010) presented
MWEs in English-French translation alignment from the comparable corpus. Green et al. (2011) used
tree substitution grammars to improve MWE identification and constituent parsing results. Dubremetz
& Nivre (2014) created MWE data using the French Europarl corpus and corpus together with the
lexicon of local grammars (Gross, 1975) for MWE detection by classification. Words in MWEs can
give more senses when they are co-occurred instead of being processed separately. Therefore, we
detect MWEs and deal with them as a single unit. For example, au from au contraire and au cours de
are different in MWE-aware embedding because there are au-contraire and au-cours-de are also listed
in addition to a single word au. Their distributions are calculated independently without considering
au and contraire, or au cours and de.
The French treebank contains MWE annotation, in which phrase labels share the same label names
with POS labels, for example, [P [P D’][P après]]. For MWE-aware embedding, we convert the treebank sentences into the sequence labeled sentences using the BIO format such as B-MWE and I-MWE
as described in Figure 1. B-I-O stands for beginning-inside-outside of MWEs. We train bi-directional
long-short-term-memory recurrent neural networks (bi-LSTM RNN) (Graves & Schmidhuber, 2005)
using NeuroNER (Dernoncourt et al., 2017b), and obtain up to 79.75% F1 score (79.47% in average
for 5 runs). The French treebank is still used for training and evaluation of MWE detection. We note
that we also train and evaluate MWE data using CRFs with ±2 word and POS context information as
a feature set, in which we obtain only 74.61% F1 score. Therefore, we use bi-LSTM RNN MWE
detection to preprocess the corpus, and put together words of MWEs as a single unit for building
MWE-aware embedding.

Wikipedia
675M

Europarl
64M

New crawls
223M

Common crawl
89M

Giga
793M

in-domain
664M

total
2.5B

TABLE 1 – The size (# of token) of corpora for embedding

2.3

Lemma-aware embedding

French is a moderately inflected language. 1 For example, a verb avoir (‘have’) can be inflected
depending on person, number, mood, and tense : ai, eus, avais, aurai, aie, eusse, aurais for the firstperson singular. Previously, Flemm used a rule-based method for lemmatization with POS-tagged
results (Namer, 2000). Lefff is a semi-automatically developed morphological and syntactic lexicon
for French (Sagot, 2010) and there are systems based on Lefff for lemmatization. We use a canonical
form of the word (lemma) as in its basic unit of word embeddings, and we refer it as lemma-aware
embedding. In lemma-aware embedding, different inflected forms such as ai, eus, avais are equally
dealt with as avoir.
For lemma-aware embedding, we use a pipeline of TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994) and Flemm (Namer,
2000) for lemmatization. For unknown lemmas, especially for proper nouns, we directly use the
surface form. Since there is currently no available evaluation data for lemmatization, we do not
evaluate lemmatization results. The original French treebank contains such lemmatization information
in the XML format. For example, a word a is annotated as a verb along with morphosyntactic
properties including its lemma : <w cat="V" ee="V-P3s" ei="VP3s" lemma="avoir"
mph="P3s" subcat="">a</w>. We leave the evaluation of lemmatization for future work.

2.4

Building word embeddings

The corpora for embedding include as follows :
1. Wikipedia, Europarl, and News Crawls for monolingual French,
2. French-side from the parallel corpus such as Common Crawl and Giga French-English, and
3. our in-domain corpus (described in § 3.1).

The size of these corpora (number of tokens) is summarized in Table 1. We use symbol normalization
and tokenization schemes for French in Moses (Koehn et al., 2007). Then, we post-edit tokenization
errors such as a misuse of the apostrophe character. Since there are several tokenization error cases
especially for a contraction, we build heuristic regular expressions to correct them. For sentence
boundaries, we use TreeTagger’s sentence boundary detection. All characters are lowercased for
embeddings. Figure 2 presents sentence examples of the initial baseline, MWE-aware, and lemmaaware corpus for different embeddings. We build 300 dimension skip-gram embeddings with default
options : 0.05 learning rate, and 5 for the size of the context window, etc.
Technically, we do not deal with proposed optimization methodologies putting together because they
are contradictory. While POS-aware and MWE-aware embedding techniques increase sparsity by
giving more number of vocabulary in the vector, lemma-aware embedding vector is intended to avoid
sparsity.
1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_language, accessed on January 12, 2018.

Initial :
POS-aware :
MWE-aware :
Lemma-aware :

... l’ t arbitraire t de t la t démesure t veut t susciter t à t tout t prix t .
... l’/D t arbitraire/N t de/P t la/D t démesure/N t veut/V t susciter/V t à/P
t tout/D t prix/N t ./PONCT
... l’ t arbitraire t de t la t démesure t veut t susciter t à-tout-prix t .
... le t arbitraire t de t le t démesure t vouloir t susciter t à t tout t prix t .
F IGURE 2 – Example of the embedding corpus
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Sentence Classification

We extrinsically evaluate the proposed optimization methods for word embedding by using the
sentence classification task. First, we build sentence classification data, and then present classification
results using various embedding settings and corpus sizes. We also explore the domain adaptation
approach by using the in-domain corpus to build embedding vectors.

3.1

Sentence classification data and in-domain corpus

We build the sentence classification data set for French using opportunities : by opportunities, we
deal with financial contract opportunities appeared in the municipal debriefing report. We download
municipal debriefing reports from the city council all over France.
Our in-domain corpus consists of 886K documents and 664M tokens from these municipal debriefing
reports. For classification, about 4,000 sentences are manually annotated either positive or negative to
build the classification model. The classification data set is described in detail in Park et al. (2018). As
described, all data sets are POS-annotated for POS-aware embedding, MWE-detected for MWE-aware
embedding, and lemmatized for lemma-aware embedding experiments.

3.2

Classification experiments

For evaluation, we use several different embedding settings : baseline (based on inflected forms
without POS labels, MWE detection or lemma), POS-aware (P-embedding), MWE-aware (Membedding) and lemma-aware (L-embedding). We also build the embedding vector using the different
size of the corpus : IN using the in-domain relatively small corpus and OUT using the large out-domain
corpus from various sources for a domain adaptation approach. We use fastText (Joulin et al., 2016)
for building word embedding and classification. For embeddings, we build 300 dimension skip-gram
models with default options. For classification, we use 1.0 for the learning rate, 25 epochs, and
proposed pre-trained word vectors.
Table 2 shows classification results (accuracy) based on the different configurations alongside the
size of vocabularies in embeddings. For a comparison purpose, we perform sentence classification
using a pre-trained embedding vector for French provided by Bojanowski et al. (2017) (WIKI). It
is a 300 dimension skip-gram model as ours. We also report a classification result “without” word
embeddings (NONE) to show the effects of embedding vectors in classification.
Based on experiment results, we find following several practical facts. Using word embeddings
improves classification results for all cases. Classification results are improved as the size of voca-

baseline embedding
P -embedding
M -embedding
L -embedding

IN

OUT

WIKI

NONE

0.918 (0.4M)
0.919 (0.5M)
0.920 (0.6M)
0.901 (0.3M)

0.909 (1.3M)
0.914 (1.8M)
0.911 (1.7M)
0.896 (1.1M)

0.906 (1.1M)
-

0.901
0.912
0.909
0.891

TABLE 2 – Results based on the different embedding setting and the corpus size. We also provide the
size of vocabularies. NONE is for the classification result without word embeddings. All data sets are
POS-annotated, MWE-detected, and lemmatized for each experiment.
baseline embedding
P -embedding
M -embedding
L -embedding

IN

OUT

WIKI

NONE

0.937
0.937
0.942
0.932

0.934
0.935
0.937
0.931

0.934
-

0.929
0.930
0.934
0.927

TABLE 3 – Results based on the bigram feature. All data sets are POS-annotated, MWE-detected, and
lemmatized for each experiment as before.
bularies increase. Especially, "in-domain" information plays an important role regardless of its size
in embeddings. Even with a small number of vocabularies and the small size of the training corpus,
in-domain embeddings always outperform out-domain embeddings. 2
Results also show that context information matters to improve overall results such as in MWEembeddings. This finding indicates that considering context as in MWE-aware embedding affect
classification results. Therefore, co-occurred words should be processed together.
Finally, since context information matters, we extend experiments using a simple bigram feature.
Wang & Manning (2012) already used bigram features to improve classification results for naive
Bayes and support vector machines. Table 3 shows classification results with the bigram feature.
Figure 3 shows results for each epoch using the bigram feature. While results for all embedding
are converged in a very early stage, M-embedding can yield better results for almost all epochs
(Figure 3a). We also compare classification results using embedding by in- and out-domain copora for
m-embeddings (Figure 3b) where embeddings with the in-domain corpus outperform the out-domain
corpus.

4

Discussion and Conclusion

We proposed several methods for optimizing word embeddings for French by using POS tagging,
MWE detection and lemmatization. We used these embedding vectors in the sentence classification
task, and MWE-aware in which the size of vocabularies are relatively large to other embeddings
improved the classification result. To extend current MWE-aware embedding, we can consider
formulaic sequences and named entities (Brooke et al., 2017) in addition to MWEs. We leave these
extensions for future work. While reported results show a minor improvement, they confirm our
2. We note that Fabre et al. (2014) also used the small size of the specialized corpus, which is similar to our in-domain
corpus embeddings.

(a) Comparison of different embeddings

(b) Comparison of in-/out-domain corpora

F IGURE 3 – Results of each epoch : (a) for POS-aware (P-embedding), MWE-aware (M-embedding)
and lemma-aware (L-embedding) using the in-domain corpus and the bigram feature, and (b) for
MWE-aware (M-embedding) using the in/out-domain corpora and the bigram feature
intuition that incorporated context information in embeddings either linguistically motivated (MWEs)
or not (bigram features) is important. As described, "in-domain" information played an important
role, which should be well adapted to the proposed task. In-domain embeddings using a small number
of vocabularies and the small size of the training corpus (roughly a third of the out-domain corpus)
outperformed out-domain embeddings for all cases. The word embedding vectors, preprocessed
source text files including the preprocessing script, and the sentence classification data for French are
publicly available at https://github.com/jungyeul/taln2018.
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